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Abstract 
In this paper, the end-to-end communication la- 

tency in HARTS(Hexagona1 Architecture fo r  Real- 
Time Systems) is evaluated, which is depends on the 
intra-node delay as well as the inter-node delay. While 
the inter-node delay is bounded due to  the point-to- 
point real-tame channel, the intra-node delay is vari- 
able according to the message trafic and the internal 
structure of a HARTS node. The intra-node delay is 
evaluated analyically and by  computer simulation for 
the various implementational models, and an arbitra- 
tion algorithm is proposed to provide real-time schedul- 
ing for VMEbus-based HARTS node. 

1 Introduction 
In a distributed system, real-time applications re- 

quire predictable communication performance such as 
bounds on latency or enough average throughput. To 
make the network predictable, lots of algorithms and 
architectures have been proposed[l, 2, 3, 5, 61. How- 
ever, since the proposed algorithms and architectures 
are based on the ideal model, they have hardly im- 
plemented. HARTS, implemented in the University 
of Michigan, is an experimental testbed designed to 
investigate the various issues in distributed real-time 
computing[7]. The single HARTS node, consisting of 
multiple processing elements, is connected with each 
other through the point-to-point real-time channel. 
While the network topology, routing algorithm, and 
switching scheme for HARTS were deeply analyzed in 
the previous works[8, 9, lo], the exact end-to-end la- 
tency of a real-time message has not been evaluated 
yet. Thus, in this paper, the exact communication la- 
tency over real-time channel in HARTS is evaluated 
with considering the hardware parameters as well as 
the switching algorithm and the node architecture. 

The communication latency in HARTS is affected 
by the application-specific message traffic, the inter- 
nal structure of each node, and the network strategy 

such as topology, routing algorithm, switching scheme, 
and router architecture. In the real-time applications 
of HARTS, the network strategy is adequately fixed 
at pre-runtime to remove the stochastic and undeter- 
ministic factors[4, 9, lo]. And the influence of the in- 
ternal structure can be thought of the latency caused 
by the arbitration policy of VMEbus, since HARTS 
adopts the VMEbus as the system bus of each node. 
The application-specific message traffic has influence 
on the communication latency according; to the quan- 
tity and the frequency of inter-node communication. 

The real-time message can be generated periodi- 
cally or sporadically. If the periodic message has the 
deterministic destination and size, its worst-case com- 
munication latency depends on scheduling of com- 
mon resources like system bus and network chan- 
nel. Though the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm 
shows a relatively good performance in scheduling this 
kind of periodic message, it has many difficulties to be 
used in a real system due to the limitated number of 
the priority level. Since VMEbus has limited number 
of signals to represent priority level, the real-time mes- 
sages with different priority level may be processed as 
if they have equal priority level in HARTS. To im- 
plement fixed priority scheduling algorithm using the 
limited number of priority signals of VMEbus, a new 
bus arbitration algorithm is proposed in this paper. 

Meanwhile, the sporadic messages may use the 
common resources by the FIFO policy or the 
EDF(Ear1ist Deadline First) scheduling policy. In ei- 
ther case, the bound of the communication latency 
is not estimated analytically. The communication la- 
tency of the sporadic tasks could be estimated by 
computer simulation. To evaluate the communica- 
tion latency for sporadic messages with varying mes- 
sage traffic and arbitration algorithm, we models the 
HARTS node to the hardware-level using SES/desrgn 
3.0[17, 181. 
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Figure 1: HARTS node block diagram 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states 
the detailed architecture of HARTS and the data 
transfer mechanism in it. Under the adequate switch- 
ing scheme and bus arbitration strategy, the end-to- 
end communication latency in HARTS is analyzed in 
Section 3. In Section 4, we shows via examples and 
simulations the effect of the arbitration strategy. The 
new arbitration algorithm is proposed to implement 
the best arbitration strategy in Section 5. This paper 
concludes with Section 6. 

2 Communication in HARTS 
2.1 Internal structure of HARTS node 

Each HARTS node consists of multiple appli- 
cation processors(APs) and single dedicated net- 
work processor(NP) in conjuction with custom net- 
work adapter(SPIDER), and they are connected 
through the VMEbus. Application programs are 
executed on the APs and the N P  processes all 
the high-level communication functions that includes 
error recovery, message scheduling, and packetiza- 
tion/depacketization. The SPIDER provides lower- 
level functions including error detection, media access, 
routing, and switching[ll]. At the center of SPIDER is 
the PRC, custom ASIC, that implements microcode- 
controlled routing and switching for four physical links 
with three virtual channels per link[l2]. The PRC in- 
teracts with the N P  in terms of pages, the basic unit of 
communication in HARTS. The N P  transmits a packet 
by feeding page tags to a transmitter fetch unit(TFU) 
in the PRC; each page tag includes a memory ad- 
dress and the number of words to transmit. Simi- 
larly, the NP supplies each network interface receiver 
with pointers to free pages in the buffer memory, for 
arriving packets. PRC has network interface units, 
RX and TX. Each outbound channel is dedicated to a 

Figure 2: SPIDER block diagram 

particular link, and is controlled by a PRC TX, while 
each inbound channel receives packets from a single 
link and is controlled by a PRC RX. The PRC sup- 
ports flexible routing and switching by treating these 
outbound virtual channels as individually reservable 
resources; the TFUs and RXs reserves TXs and coor- 
dinate word-level data transfer using the cut-through 
bus( CT bus). 

Since the communication devices, N P  and SPIDER, 
are located on the VMEbus, any AP can interact with 
it. Thus, N P  ensures that the channels are serviced 
in a certain global order as determined by their traf- 
fic parameters. Once a real-time channel is success- 
fully established, data transfer occurs only from the 
source to sink without retransmissions and acknowl- 
edgements because real-time channels are unidirec- 
tional. On transmission these pages are filled with 
outgoing data from the source AP via DMA before 
the corresponding packet is scheduled for transmis- 
sion. Packet headers, which are placed on separate 
256-byte pages, can be examined independently by the 
N P  since it manages all SPIDER pages and has full 
access to SPIDER'S memory. The ability to  examine 
packet headers facilitates reception path optimizations 
by allowing the N P  to make intelligent decisions about 
the data before the data actually consumes transfer 
bandwidth within the node. Since SPIDER integrates 
all the links at the node on a single board, interme- 
diate node traffic can be received and buffered in on- 
board pages, while the N P  examines the headers and 
schedules the packets for later transmission. 

2.2 Scheduling of Common Resources 
The actual communication latency depends on 

the scheduling algorithm of the contended resources. 
There are two contended resources: the network link 
and VMEbus. The network link is arbitrated by the 
NP, because the N P  controls the all function of the 
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Figure 3: Software model of communication 

SPIDER. The N P  can break the transmission and al- 
locate the network line for the other message by the 
scheduling algorithm. Within SPIDER, the worst- 
case latency of medium access per virtual channel is 
bounded independent of the number of contending vir- 
tual channel. To reduce the medium access latency 
further and make it more predictable, FIFO queuing 
inside SPIDER is limited to  a depth of six pages for 
each virtual channel. 

From the view of an application programmer, the 
message delivery sequence inside a HARTS node can 
be modeled as in Fig. 3, From the Fig. 3, the total 
latency to transmit a message from AP to SPIDER 
can be thought of the sum of the software execution 
time(in AP and NP), and the data transfer time over 
VMEbus. Since the software execution time in AP or 
N P  mainly depends on the operating system or other 
software issues, it could be assumed the predetermined 
delay independent of the network condition. However, 
since the data transfer time over VMEbus depends on 
the arbitration policy of VMEbus, that is usually con- 
trolled by the priority of the message, the priority of 
each message should be well adjusted by the program- 
mer. In other words, to  guarantee the real-time bound 
of each message over VMEbus, the system should pro- 
vide the predictable latency bound of each message to  
the given priority. 

In message transfer between APs and NP, or be- 
tween N P  and SPIDER over VMEbus, the system 
controller arbitrates the bus mastership. When the 
system controller detects a bus request signal from a 
requester, it grants the bus mastership to the requester 
unless the bus is being used by another master mod- 

ule or several master modules request the bus master- 
ship at the same time. The system controller should 
select one requester based on its pre-defined arbitra- 
tion strategy. The VMEbus standard defines three 
types Qf arbitration: priority-based, round- robin se- 
lection, and single-level. In addition to  these stan- 
dard arbitration strategies, the IEEE standard per- 
mits user-defined bus arbitration strategyll3, 141. In 
a VMEbus-based system, because there is no separate 
backplane bus for each prioritized data, the timing 
constraints should be satisfied by scheduling the us- 
age of the backplane bus, which is determined by bus 
arbitration. 

With considering the nature of VMEbus mentioned 
above and HARTS architecture, following conditions 
are assumed to analyze the latency over VMEbus: (1) 
data transfer is assumed to be burst operation, be- 
cause the communication latency in HARTS is only 
meaningful by the unit of message, (2) each module 
has enough memory to receive the data transferred 
burst, (3) there is no overload such as context switch- 
ing in bus preemption because the preempted DMA 
stalls the transfer during the use of VMEbus by other 
DMA, (4) VMEbus mastership is arbitrated word by 
word. 

3 Communication Latency of Periodic 

3.1 Local bus based model 
The end-to-end communication in HARTS can be 

divided into three stages, AP to N P  via VMEbus, N P  
to N P  via network through switching at intermediate 
nodes, N P  to AP via VMEbus. The data transfer time 
over VMEbus, t,, can be defined as the time from the 
instant that a bus master, one of the communication 
interface tasks in APs or NP, initiates a data transfer 
cycle to  the instant that all data are loaded on the 
destination memory. If VMEbus is not used by any 
other master, t ,  is defined as 

Message 

t,, is the bus acquisition time, the time required for 
a requester to acquire the right to  use VMEbus and 
t d t  is the data transfer time, which is proportional to 
the size of the transferred data[l5]. Compared with 
t d t ,  the t,, is small enough to be ignored in the case 
of burst data transfer. 

Suppose the period of the generated message M,, 
which has the n-th priority, is Tn and the size of M ,  
is S,. If the VMEbus bandwidth is B,,, wordls, 
the time taken to transmit Mn is t,, i- e. But 
the communication can be preempted by the message 



Table 1: Symbol expression 

Mn message of n-th priority 
Tn period of Mn 
S, size of Mn 
S p  size of a page 

Brit network transmitter bandwidth 
B,,, VMEbus bandwidth 

R a page processing time in NP3  

with the higher-level priority. Because the preemp- 
tion occurs only when a word transferred completely 
and the next word is to be transferred, the blocking 
time, the time blocked by lower priority data before 
preemption, can be thought of the time taken for a 
word to transfer, &. The communication latency 
over VMEbus of M,, tu,n in a HARTS node S is de- 
rived in Eq.(2) like as the task completion time in rate 
monotonic scheduling test algorithm[l6]. 

L ( 0 )  = 0 

where 1.1 gives the ceiling integer of ., and N ,  is the 
set of the messages which are generated in node S or 
aimed to  node S.  

N P  processes the message into pages, moves a page 
to  the buffer memory of SPIDER, and writes a page 
tag to SPIDER. Then TFU transfers the data to NI 
TX. Suppose the bandwidth of the memory interface 
of PRC is Be, wordslsec, and the bandwidth of NI 
TX is B,t. The data throughput of network is limited 
as min(B,,, B,t), where Be, > B,t is assumed as to 
SPIDER. The maximum page size is bounded by Sp 
and the time taken for NP to make a page and transfer 
it to SPIDER is assumed to  be R. The transfer time 
of the message n from N P  to SPIDER is 

The transfer of a page to the buffer of SPIDER and 
the transfer of a page to  the NI TX are processed 
pipelined. The time taken for the message of size S, 
to transfer to  network, ttx,n is 

The network line can be shared with other trans- 
ferred messages. For two messages Ma,  Mb generated 
from a single node, let the notation $ be defined such 
that Ma$Mb = 1 if they share a network line and 

= 0 otherwise. The period of the bypassed 
message through the same network line with priority 
i is T B , ~ ,  the time of use is tBp,t. The communication 
latency over network line, ttl is derived in Eq.(4). 

Wn(0) = 0 

where BntSp is a blocking time in Eq.(4), since the 
use of the network line can be switched when a page is 
transferred completely. Eq.(5) shows the time taken 
for a message to move from AP to the network, tvtx,n. 

. 
i<n ,M; 5Mn =1  

i < n , M ;  5 M, =O 

Since a low priority message is not preempted twice at 
VMEbus and at the network line by the same message, 
tvtX,, is not the sum of tv,n and til,,. The Eq.(5) 
assumes there is no contention in N P  processing. The 
condition of the assumption is R 1 B,,,Sp. 

Suppose the message passes through U intermediate 
nodes to the destination node. At each intermediate 
node, packet switching is occurred by the unit of page. 
The passing time at an intermediate node is the time 
taken for a message to be transferred from the buffer 
memory to PRC TX. The loading time to  the buffer 
memory from network is included in the passing time 
at the previous node. Message Mq,j is assumed to 
share the same network line at  the q-th intermediate 
node with priority j .  The period of Mq,j is T B , ~ , ~  and 
the size is S B , ~ , ~ .  The passing time at each interme- 
diate node is shown in Eq.(6). 
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At the destination node, the message is loaded on 
the buffer memory and most of them are transferred to 
the N P  during the passing time at the previous node. 
The transfer time from NI  RX to AP, t,, is defined 
as the time taken for N P  to  get one remaining page 
and to  concatenate all pages. Let the notation # be 
defined for received messages from NI RX, M c ,  Md 

such that M,#Md = 1 if both M, and Md destine 
the current node, and M,#Md = 0 otherwise. The 
latency of the message M, fed into the RX to move to 
the AP in the destination node D, tvrX,,, is derived in 
Es.(7). 

i < n  ,Mi # M n  =1  

(7) 

The total communication latency from a source 
node to the destination node, t l  is achieved as Eq.(8) 

3.2 VMEbiis based model 
In the VMEbus system, each module has a con- 

straint in the size. NP and SPIDER are located on 
VMEbus independently, for the convenience of im- 
plementing the HARTS node. In this configuration, 
a message uses VMEbus twice in communication be- 
tween AP and the network driver. The communica- 
tion latency between AP and NP, t,,,, is changed as 
Es. (9). 

L,(O) = 13 

%<n 

t v , n  = L ( m )  

In NP, after thLe message are made into pages, they 
are transferred to SPIDER. The time taken for N P  to 

make message into pages is as,, where Q is assume 
to be constant. The message transfer time from NP 
to the SPIDER buffer is same as t,, and the message 
transfer time from SPIDER buffer to NI TX, tstx is 
achieved as Eq. (10). 

W*(O) = 0 

The page data is transferred from N P  to SPIDER 
by DMA, and then N P  commands the PRC by writ- 
ing the page tag, while SPIDER transmits the pre- 
vious pagc data to the NI TX. The data transfer 
from N P  to  SPIDER and from SPIDER to NI  TX 
are pipelined. Thus, the total transfer time, tsl,, is 
derived in Eq. (1 1). 

where tps , ,  is same as the one in Eq.(6) and 

'([&1 Bum. - 1) is the overlapped time during the 
pipelined processing. 

Eq. (8) and Eq. (1 1) assume that a low-priority mes- 
sage be preempted instantly by a high-priority mes- 
sage both in VMEbus and in the network line. While 
the multiple levels of priority can be implemented in 
network line arbitration, the priority level of VMEbus 
is limited by IEEE standard. Due to this limitation, 
the messages with different priority level should share 
the same priority level of VMEbus. The latency eval- 
uated analytically Eq.(8) and Eq.(11) cannot be guar- 
anteed. Roughly speaking, the worst-case latency of 
the high priority message is prolonged by the sum of 
the data transfer time of lower priority message which 
is represented as the same priority level. 

4 Communication Latency of Sporadic 
Message 

If the sporadic message is generated in APs or other 
network nodes, the worst-case communication latency 
cannot be estimated analytically. As a special, if the 
minimum bound of the interarrival time and the max- 
imum bound of the size are given, the sporadic mes- 
sage can be regarded as the periodic message and the 
worst-case communication latency can be achieved as 
like Eq.(8) or Eq.( l l ) .  However, these parameters 
may not be given or the worst-case assumption may 
be pessimistic not to be scheduled by the fixed priority 
scheduling method. If the message has a soft real-time 
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Figure 4: The SES model of a HARTS node 

constraint, EDF scheduling policy can be used. To use 
EDF for arbitration of VMEbus, the local deadline, 
the deadline for local resources, rather than end-to- 
end deadline should be used. The local deadline can 
be computed as the time difference between end-to- 
end deadline and the estimated time from the next 
stage to final destination. To simplify the computa- 
tion, it can be assumed that message is not blocked 
or preempted by other sporadic message. To imple- 
ment EDF scheduling on the VMEbus arbitration, lo- 
cal deadline for VMEbus should be mapped onto the 
priority level of VMEbus request line. However, the 
4 priority levels of VMEbus is not enough to schedule 
sporadic message based on the EDF scheduling be- 
cause the local deadline is represented in real value. 
Moreover, if periodic messages are mixed with spo- 
radic messages, some priority levels should be reserved 
for the periodic messages. Hence, it is more difficult 
to schedule the sporadic messages by EDF policy. 

By computer simulation, the effect of the VME- 
bus limitation can be evaluated. The HARTS node 
is modeled by SES/design 3.0 as shown in Fig.4. In 
the model, one AP generates a message randomly and 
it is transferred to  PRC NI TXs through N P  process- 
ing. The random-generated messages, destined to the 
other APs, are fed into the PRC NI RXs. The mes- 
sages have a regular deadline and interarrival time, 
but the data size has normal distribution bounded by 
a certain maximum value. It is a feasible model in real 

obd Ob5 O ' i  0;s 0'2 0 2 5  03 0;5 0'4 015 
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Figure 5: Deadline violation rate in VMEbus(1) 

applications such as a video conference system. The 
data frame is generated periodically, the size of the 
data is irregular since the data are compressed with a 
irregular compression rate. We simulate two VMEbus 
arbitration strategies. First one is a round-robin used 
in HARTS currently. Second one is the EDF, which is 
ideal but cannot be implemented in standard VMEbus 
system. If the utilization of VMEbus is low, the per- 
formances are similar. As the utilization of VMEbus 
becomes high, the deadline-violation rate is higher un- 
der the round-robin policy than the EDF policy. The 
comparison is shown in Fig.5. 

5 Proposed Arbitration Algorithm 
To implement EDF policy without any additional 

bus arbitration time, the VMEbus should support 
enough priority levels that the local deadline can be 
expressed with bus-request priority level. It is difficult 
that new signals are allocated to the standard VME- 
bus. We propose a developed arbitration algorithm 
that the bus arbitration is operated by the interrupter 
and the interrupt handler as well as the bus arbiter. 
Generally, a bus arbiter in the system controller is a 
fixed state machine, which generates bus grant sig- 
nal from the bus request signal according to  a pre- 
defined arbitration scheme. Since the arbiter cannot 
manage the bus mastership dynamically, the bus re- 
quester controls the request by itself in the proposed 
algorithm. 

When a message is generated in any bus master, 
the master interrupts the system controller. The 
system controller keeps up the global message dead- 
line table, which the interrupt handler updates by 
scanning the id. and the deadline of the generated 
message in the interrupter module. The system 
controller broadcasts the table to all masters and let 
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Figure 6: Flow of the proposed arbitration 

the generated message be inserted to  the message 
queue, in which the earlist-deadline message goes 
out first. Only when the message out of the queue 
is same as the earlist-deadline message in the global 
table, the master request the bus mastership. The 
bus operation of the system controller has the highest 
priority in use of bus, and the other bus masters 
request the bus mastership with the same bus request 
signal of low priority. The transmitted message is 
preempted by the interrupt handler and it is relocated 
in message queue during the interrupt handling. 

The proposed bus arbitration aZgorithm(Fig.6) 
(1) Communrcatzon task informs control task of the message 

generation by interrupt. 

(2) Control task fetches the id. and the deadline of the generated 

message in handling; the interrupt. 

(3) Control task updates the MD(Message Deadhe)-Table .  

(4) System controller broadcasts the MD-Table. 

(5) The generated message inserted into the P(Przorzty)-Queue. 

(6) If the earlist delidline message in P-Queue is globally earlist in 

MD-Table, P-Queue requests the bus mastership to bus arbzter in 

system controller. 

(7) Bus arboter grant the bus mastership to the requester 

0 System controller acquires the bus with the highest priority 

during the operation ( Z ) ,  (3).  

This algorithm gives the overhead, the interrupt 
handling time, to the communication. The interrupt 
handling time, i'ih, is derived as 

0 7  

Ordinary VMEbus Systm 

Figure 7: Deadline violation rate in VMEbus(2) 

imum P-Queue size, /3 is a CPU processing rate for 
searching and sorting, tznt--pre is a context saving 
time, and tznt--post is a context restoring time. In 
the case that the HARTS adopts the proposed algo- 
rithm, the end-to-end communication latency derived 
in Eq.(8) and Eq.( l l )  grows longer as Eq.(13) and 
E q 4 4 ) ,  

where tv,n is defined in Eq.(2). When the size of 
message is so large that the interrupt handling time 
is smaller than the transmission time of the mes- 
sage, the real-time performance is raised by priority- 
based scheduling though the interrupt handling time 
is added to the communication latency. In scheduling 
the sporadic real-time messages by the proposed al- 
gorithm, the performance is showed to be near to  the 
performance of the ideal EDF scheduling(Fig.7). 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, the communication latency is evalu- 

ated in HARTS for a real-time application. The worst- 
case communication latency is derived analytically for 
the periodic hard real-time messages, based on the 
real-implemented system with considering hardware- 
level parameters. Computer simulations are used to 
evaluate the communication latency for the sporadic 
soft real-time messages, and the new priority-based 
bus arbitration algorithm is proposed to  bound the 
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deadline efficiently. The evaluation results in this pa- 
per can be used for real-time scheduling in HARTS 
and other distributed systems. 
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